Message from CASR

In the spotlight –
Mary Lydon

So far 2010 has been a busy and interesting year at CASR. One of the areas of increasing importance in our work has been vehicle technology and
our lead article in this newsletter concerns one such project. Technologies are changing rapidly and we need to understand how these technologies
are used and viewed by the community to be in the best position to take advantage of the opportunities they present.

Mary became the CASR Director in March 2008
taking over from Professor Jack McLean who had
been in the role for more than 35 years.

Earlier this year we were fortunate to be involved with the visit of Professor Fred Wegman to
Adelaide as the South Australian Thinker in Residence. A number of CASR staff spent time with
Fred while he was here and we hope we will have a continuing relationship with him now he has
returned home. A major focus of his visit was the development of the South Australian Road
Safety Strategy and CASR is also working closely with the South Australian Department for
Transport, Energy and Infrastructure to support this work.
We hope you enjoy this newsletter and look forward to seeing many of you in Canberra for the
upcoming Road Safety Research, Policing & Education Conference.

In March, Lisa Wundersitz and Daniel Searson from CASR attended
the Youth Expo held at Cornerstone College in Mount Barker. Lisa
and Daniel helped staff an exhibit organised by the Adelaide Hills
Community Road Safety Group.
Students visiting the exhibit were encouraged to fill out a questionnaire regarding various road safety
issues. The questionnaire included a survey on perceptions about road safety, as well as some
factual questions based on information supplied by CASR on crash risk and stopping distances.
Around five hundred high school students from schools in the Adelaide Hills visited the Expo.

Road safety thinker
brings his ideas to Adelaide
In May, Adelaide Thinker in
Residence Professor Fred
Wegman began his residency
with a three-week visit to South
Australia.
Professor Wegman, Managing Director of the
Institute for Road Safety Research (SWOV) in
the Netherlands, is one of the world’s most
respected road safety experts.
During his visit to Adelaide, Professor Wegman
spent time meeting with transport and road
safety groups and gave a well attended public lecture. He also visited CASR and spoke to staff,
as well as guests from the Transport Systems Centre at the University of South Australia and the
Research Centre for Injury Studies from Flinders University.

Developing
a road safety
strategy for
2011-2020

In 1984 Mary joined the Victorian Traffic
Authority (now VicRoads) working with
the Victoria Police on enforcement and
legislative policy. In this role she was
closely involved in the early red light
and speed camera programs and the
development of random breath testing
strategies. Mary spent 12 years with
VicRoads in a variety of roles including
managing the Gippsland single vehicle
accident study but her favourite period
was her time as Operations Manager of
the Northern Region based in Bendigo.

In April, the Road Safety
Advisory Council held the first
of two road safety stakeholder
workshops.
The aim of the workshop was to generate
ideas that would be considered in the
development of the 2011-2020 Road
Safety Strategy. The workshop involved
representatives from over 80 relevant
organisations, and was opened with
presentations by Sir Eric Neil, Mary Lydon
(CASR) and Phil Allan (DTEI).
A second workshop was held in May, where
attendees heard presentations by Professor
Fred Wegman, Professor Ian Johnson and
Associate Professor Robert Anderson. This
workshop also included an open discussion
about road safety interventions.
The next stage of strategy development will be
a series of regional community meetings that
will be held in August and September.

New website for victims of road trauma
The Journey Beyond Road Trauma website is an online social
network for people affected by road trauma. The website, created
by Sandra Cooke and Kerry Sunderland was officially launched
during Easter this year.
The website aims to create a safe, supportive space for those affected by road trauma, where
people can find support, join online communities, tell their story via a blog or a digital story and
create a memory space in honor of a loved one. Website members can also use the site as a
starting point for road safety campaigning.
The website currently receives sponsorship from organisations including the RAA, who sponsored
the production of a series of short documentaries based on real experiences that demonstrate the
impact of road trauma.
For more information please visit the Journey Beyond Road Trauma website –
www.journeybeyondroadtrauma.org.

Vehicle speeds in
South Australia

During his residency Professor Wegman will be contributing to the South Australian Road Safety
Strategy 2011-2020. He will be returning to Adelaide in November.
Pictured: Professor Wegman (second from right) with Professor Jack McLean, Associate Professor Robert
Anderson, and Professor Mary Lydon, all from CASR.
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At the scene

Mary is a Civil Engineer and started
her career with the Australian Road
Research Board (ARRB) in 1975. Her
initial research was in the areas of
human factors and ergonomics but
her major interest soon became the
potential impact of road design and
traffic management in reducing trauma
and this has remained her first concern
throughout her career.
In the early 80s she started a PhD with the
University of Queensland on the effects
of geometric design on rural roads,
which led to her advocacy for sealed
shoulders and safer roadsides. Mary
finds it disturbing that after so many years
there is still not a general acceptance that
drivers will make mistakes and that roads
and roadsides have to be designed to
forgive these errors.

Mary Lydon, Director, mary@casr.adelaide.edu.au

Youth expo teaches students
about road safety

She says it was challenging to try and
replace someone so well respected
nationally and internationally and who
had achieved so much at CASR.

Between 2007 and 2008 speeds on South Australian roads went
down by 0.7 kph. However, about a third of vehicles on South
Australian roads are exceeding the speed limit.

At the scene
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In 1996 Mary returned to ARRB to open
the ARRB Western Australian office.
This was the first time ARRB had based
an office away from its headquarters
in Melbourne so it was an experiment
for everyone. Mary remembers it was
daunting to arrive in Perth, be given the
keys to an empty office and then have to
work out what to do next. “I remember
writing my first report sitting on the floor
waiting for the furniture to arrive,” she
recounts. Fortunately the experiment
worked and the office prospered.
After four years in Perth Mary returned
to Melbourne and eventually became
General Manager of the ARRB Research
Division. “This was a fascinating time,”
she says, “particularly being involved
with the development of the Austroads
technical research program and the new
Austroads guides.”
Mary says she feels privileged to be
in the role of CASR Director and to be
working with so many dedicated and
brilliant people. Her aim, she says, “is
for CASR to be a leading road safety
research group, known for the high
quality of our research, working closely
with policy makers and practitioners so
our work can be instrumental in reducing
road trauma and developing the road
safety professionals of the future.”

At the scene
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